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Grand Opening
Protest on Campus After
of the SSM
Stockley Verdict
Outpatient Center
Aubrey Byron
News Editor

place at 3:30 p.m. and was followed
by refreshments.
The Center consists of several
n Open House was held Thurs- exam rooms and an x-ray room. The
day to celebrate the opening of new exam rooms feature brand new,
the new SSM Health Medical Group top-of-the-line medical equipment.
office at the University of Missouri- Besides primary care, SSM Health
St. Louis Patient Care Center. SSM will also offer obstetrics and gyneMedical Group will bring a primary cology services.
health care option to North St. LouCollege of Optometry Dean Laris County. The ribbon cutting took
continued on page 8
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Students walked to the Nosh in the first part of the protest on campus.

TYLER OBERMARK/THE CURRENT

Chris Zuver
A & E Editor

O
Ribbon cutting of new SSM Health Medical Group office.

n September 18, a group of students gathered in University of
Missouri- St. Louis’s Millennium
Student Center in the afternoon
to protest the not-guilty verdict
of former St. Louis officer Jason
Stockley. The event was organized

by University of Missouri-St. Louis
students Charles Buchanan, junior,
undeclared, with help from Marielle
Esquivel, junior, political science.
“He texted me that morning at
9:30. We were at the protests together over the weekend,” said
Esquivel, who spent the morning
texting others on and off campus,
notifying them of the event. Within

half an hour, they had managed to
get roughly 20 people who agreed
to join the cause.
“This is the first time I’ve led an
action of any sort,” said Esquivel. “I
just felt it was upon myself to bring
that to school.”
“It would’ve been larger,” said
Esquivel, “but a lot of people were
continued on page 3

Kat Riddler
Managing Editor
LGBTQ coordinators, and diversity coordinators in general, are
seen on a number of college campuses around the nation. The University of Missouri–St. Louis hired
their first ever Diversity & LGBTQ+
Program and Project Support Coordinator Harry Hawkins in July.
Hawkins is housed in the Office
of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in
127 Woods Hall as well as the Gender Studies office in 494 Lucas Hall.
He spends his mornings usually in
Woods Hall and his afternoons in
Lucas Hall. Hawkins smiled, “No
two days are the same.”
Hawkins sits on a number of
committees and works with several offices and student groups to
make UMSL a more inclusive environment. Hawkin’s attention to
providing hospitality to the students, faculty, and staff on campus is attributed to his southern
background.
Hawkins is a native from Missis-

sippi where he attended Mississippi
State University and received master’s degree in clinical mental health
counseling. After completing his degree, he went to work for the Human Rights Campaign (HRC). HRC
is the nation’s largest LGBTQ civil
rights organization. He worked in
the Mississippi office as a Field Director for three and a half years. His
job entailed advocating on LGBTQ
issues and rights in Mississippi
and in Washington, D.C. Hawkins
is proud that he was there for two
seminal moments in LGBTQ history: marriage decision and the Pulse
nightclub shooting.
“It was kind of the closing of one
chapter and a big opening of another because there are so many other
issues we need to work on….Opening our office that Sunday [after the
Pulse shooting] just to let people
come in. It was crushing...I remember it was a very rough day and it
was during Pride Month. It was very
damaging on many levels.”
Hawkins has student leadership
experience from his time at Missis-
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Hawkins Continues Diversity Journey at UMSL

Harry Hawkins joins UMSL’s staff as the first Diversity and LGBTQ+ Coordinator.
sippi State University and has been
working with student groups like
Prizm since he has been on campus.
He travels between his office in Lucas Hall and the Office of Student
Involvement to offer any help. “At

the end of the day, I serve you, the
students,” Hawkins said. “I want to
be accessible.”
“I’m happy to be on board here
at UMSL and coming back to really where I got a lot of my expe-

rience before going to the big kid
world.” Hawkins did advocacy in
higher education while at his college in Mississippi. When he started as a student there were not a lot
continued on page 4
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Interlocutor (noun): a person taking part in a conversation.
UMSL community members can come together this week
as respectful interlocutors to discuss the Stockley verdict at
scheduled campus forums.
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continued from page 1
already downtown and couldn’t
make it. A lot of the crowds were dispersed because a lot of other schools
were also doing demonstrations.”
Jessie Kehle, graduate, English,
was another student who took part.
“I didn’t really know the protest
was happening until Charles ran
up to the PRIZM office and asked
who wanted to protest. We randomly grabbed a bunch of poster boards
and markers and went to where nobody could see us in the bushes. We
had heard that campus police were
tipped off that there was gonna be
a protest.”
Kehle continued, “I didn’t know
who else was involved. I was just
swept off in the fervor. I was out-

raged enough, certainly. I had already been to three other protests,
why not have one on campus? You’d
hope college students would be
more sympathetic to this.”
The protest was originally
scheduled to start at 2 p.m., but due
to police activity was pushed forward to 12:30 p.m., when organizers were getting out of class.
“One thing that surprised me
was that the students on campus
that weren’t involved didn’t seem to
really care all that much, other than
as a curiosity that interrupted their
lunch,” said Kehle. “We were trying
to scream at them, ‘Don’t you care!?
Aren’t you going to join us?’”
“It was appalling to see how a lot
of silence was given to us while we

were demanding for people to stand
with us,” said Esquivel. “There was a
lot of negligence on students’ parts
and I find that to be pretty alarming.” Esquivel also recalled men approaching her, telling her that she
was offending them.
Besides indifference, protestors
faced opposition as well.
“There was an altercation where
a student had come at one of our
protestors and was shoving and yelling at us,” said Esquivel. “There was
another person who wrote a seemingly offensive letter and threw it
at us. When one of the protesters
went after him, he ran away. The police thought that Charles [Buchanan] was trying to assault him. They
tried to arrest Charles, but Charles
explained that the person had come
at him.”
Once the protesters had gathered in the Nosh, they marched
through the quad and into the
Thomas Jefferson Library.
“I was surprised that they let us
do that,” said Kehle about protesting
in the library.
From there, protestors marched
out past the circle to the Dean’s office, but the doors were locked.
Instead, they protested on the sidewalk along Natural Bridge Road.
“Somebody was just like, ‘OK,
let’s just block the intersection,’ so
we decided to,” said Kehle. “We ran
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Protests Erupt After Stockley Verdict Announced
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Protesters blocking Natural Bridge on Monday after Stockley verdict was released.
out into the street.” Shortly after, a people at this point. I was surprised
total of five police vehicles arrived we were able to hold the intersecon the scene.
tion as long as we did,” said Kehle.
“There were less than twenty
continued on page 8

Currently Involved Column
Protesters moved around the MSC during the first part of the protest.

Aubrey Byron
News Editor

T

he following is a series of daily crime and incident reports
issued by the University of Missouri- St. Louis Police Department between September 15 and September
20.
September 15: At 12:31 p.m. an
UMSL student had an argument
with a non-student inside their
room. The non-student was escorted out of Oak Hall and asked not to
return.
September 16: At 1:06 a.m.
UMSL PD responded to a report of
loud music at Sigma Pi House.
September 17: At 4:31 p.m.
UMSL PD responded to a report of
the smell of incense in Oak Hall.
September 18: At 8:44 a.m.
UMSL PD assisted the Normandy
Police Department with a report
of property damage to a vehicle at
Mansion Hill. At 12:02 p.m. UMSL
PD stood by to keep the peace
during a protest at the Millennium
Student Center. At 1:18 p.m. UMSL
PD responded to Express Scripts
Corporation for a dispute over a cell
phone. At 2:28 p.m. an UMSL student reported that another student
threw a balled up paper at them in
the MSC. At 4:30 p.m. UMSL PD responded to the West Drive Garage
for a verbal dispute. At 5:48 p.m.
an UMSL student reported receiving unwanted phone calls at their
place of employment. At 5:29 p.m.

UMSL PD assisted Bel-Ridge Police Department with a pursuit of
an armed suspect on Interstate 70
and Interstate 170. Bel-Ridge PD
took one into custody. At 9:52 p.m.
someone turned in a car key to the
UMSL PD. It is being held for safekeeping. At 9:59 p.m. an UMSL student reported they received texts
from an unknown number stating
they had their student bank account
information.
September 19: At 12:17 p.m.
UMSL PD responded to a report of
a vehicle struck at Lot XX. At 3:20
p.m. an UMSL student turned in a
cell phone found in Oak Hall. It is
being held for safekeeping. At 6:10
p.m. UMSL PD responded to a report of a vehicle struck at Lot E.
September 20: At 4:37 p.m.
UMSL PD responded to a report
of an Order of Protection that was
violated at Oak Hall. At 9:15 p.m. a
black backpack containing a laptop
and keyboard was found and turned
in to the UMSL PD. They are being
held for safekeeping. At 8:33 p.m.
an UMSL student was transported
to the hospital via ambulance after
requesting assistance in Oak Hall.
At 11:18 p.m. two UMSL students reported being stuck in the elevator in
Oak Hall. Maintenance and UMSL
PD responded and were able to free
the students.

T

his week in the Office of Student Involvement:
• Todrick Hall Live! is coming
to UMSL. Students, be sure to purchase your discounted tickets for
the Office of Student Involvement
Speaker Series: Todrick Hall Live!
Bring your UMSL ID to the Blanche
M. Touhill Performing Arts Center
Ticket Office to purchase your $10
student ticket. Do not miss out on
this exciting event!
• Students are encouraged to
sign up for the Leadership Diversity
& New Member Institute, hosted by
the Office of Student Involvement.
The Leadership Diversity & New
Member Institute is a one-day conference open to all UMSL students.
The focus of this year’s Summit is to
engage and educate participants in

the areas of diversity and social justice. Lunch will be provided. Learn
more and register by viewing the
calendar event on TritonSync.
• UMSL Students of Service is
excited to announce the 8th Annual Trunk-or-Treat event, happening on Saturday, October 28 from 12
p.m. to 2 p.m. in the Millennium Student Center North Garage. Trunk
or Treat is a service event geared
toward UMSL families and the surrounding community. It is intended
to provide 1) a safe and fun way for
families to enjoy Halloween festivities, 2) early exposure of a collegiate
environment to children, and 3) increase the community’s knowledge
about the campus. The attendants
will enjoy various activity and informational booths, followed by

“trunk-or-treating,” which means
they go from trunk to trunk getting
treats. Recognized Student Organizations and UMSL Departments are
invited to sign up for activity booths,
trunks, or both. To learn more, and
to register your group for a booth
or trunk, please https://orgsync.
com/59704/forms/267129.
• Attention Recognized Student
Organizations–this week is your
LAST chance to renew your organization with the Office of Student
Involvement for the 2017-2018 year.
Please double check that your organization has completed all renewal
requirements.
The Office of Student Involvement can be contacted at 314-5165291 or studentinvolvement@umsl.
edu.

Greitens and Choi Traveling
to Asia Together
Kat Riddler
Managing Editor
Missouri Governor Eric Greitens left Saturday for his first international trade mission. University
of Missouri System President Mun
Choi was one of those going with
Greitens to stops like China and
South Korea. President Choi was
born in South Korea before his family moved to Chicago.
Greitens and his wife, Sheena
Greitens, will be stopping in Beijing,
Shanghai, and Seoul, to meet with
government officials, business executives, and civic and educational
partners. Greitens cancelled his first
international trade mission in June

to Europe because the second special session he called for was debating abortion-related laws. The trips
are supposed to attract more business and investment to Missouri.
This trip was paid for by the
Hawthorn Foundation. They are a
nonprofit and have financed similar
trips for former governors. They receive funding from companies like
Monsanto, Ameren, and Express
Scripts.
Choi will be visiting several universities, including the Pohang University of Science and Technology,
which he has worked with for 15
years at prior jobs. He hopes to create a partnership with the University of Missouri System to bolster

materials and biomedical engineering programs.
He is also going to visit Seoul
National University to sign a partnership with all four UM System
campuses and meet with University of Missouri–Columbia students
who are studying abroad. Thursday night, Greitens and Choi are to
meet with university alumni and
sign a separate agreement that could
benefit research with the Korea
Foundation, according to St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.
President Choi is scheduled to
meet with Korea University before
heading back Sunday.
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In Memory of the Theatrical Librarian, The Windmill
S

cattered around campus, dozens of plaques are tucked in the
earth, many under the shade of a
tree or bush. One of these plaques,
slightly larger than the rest, surrounded by nature, reads “Amy
Arnott Memorial Garden” and is
located in front of the Thomas Jefferson Library. The plaque commemorates a legendary woman who
dedicated 31 years of her life to the
University of Missouri–St. Louis library system.
Arnott was described as caring
by three different individuals without prompt. Barbara Hufker, circulation supervisor, and Chris Daniel,
monograph acquisitions librarian,
agree Arnott was a good friend and
a terrific director.
Arnott was, most recently, the
first Dean of Libraries at UMSL.

She earned that title over many
years. Arnott worked her way to
the top, starting as a student assistant in 1978. She was soon the head
of shelving (a peer leadership position), then of circulation. After
proving herself worthy as Assistant
to Access Services, she became head
of that division. She was Associate
Director in 1999 and Director the
next year. In 2001, the position of
Director of Libraries was retitled to
Dean of Libraries.
While Arnott obviously loved
UMSL, she also adored theater. If
one searches her name in UMSL’s
custom search engine, one will find
her name posted on ads for campus performances from her time as
a student. In a late October issue of
The Current in 2001, Arnott said she
“directed a number of productions
for local area high schools, as well
as many different theater groups.”
In fact, she was the President of

ACT-INC, a local theater company,
for over a decade.
Arnott’s husband, Tim Grumich, book division supervisor in
the Triton Store, shared the passion
of theater and is currently listed as
a board of director on the company’s website. Grumich worked with
Arnott in the library for years before their marriage in 2001. Arnott
hired him, but he eventually transferred his work to the bookstore.
They worked in different buildings,
but the couple was inseparable until
Arnott’s death in 2008.
Though Grumich misses everything about his late wife, but he
longs most for the tons of laughing
they shared. “She was incredibly
funny; we laughed a lot,” he said.
“[Arnott] was upbeat, happy all
the time.” He said she was his best
friend.
After Arnott’s passing, memorial contributions were given to the
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Bob White
Staff Writer

The windmill sculpture is located outside of the Thomas Jefferson Library.
library system. “Somehow, we all
pitched in,” said Hufker. A year after her death, the garden was made
in her honor. It features a windmill
sculpture by Lyman Whitaker and

various bushes surrounded by small
stones. Every year since, Grumich
and his family leave from his house
in Bel-Nor (where Arnott used to
live) and walk to the garden.

Students Take Critical Look at Themselves and Their
Work in Autobiography Class with Dr. Ebest
I

f you aspire to write an autobiography in the future there is a
chance to hone not only your writing, but also the story of your life
here at the University of Missouri–
St. Louis. This class is called Reading/Writing Autobiography and is
currently available for graduate students and taught by Dr. Sally Ebest,
founders professor of English, who
is also dedicated in her classes to
providing a balanced mix of gender
perspectives in the class resources
that she provides for her students.
Along with the process of writing, Ebest provides a host of materials that will supplement the writing
their own autobiographies. The
books that are covered in class include: “Love Warrior” by Glennon
Melton, a book that was Oprah’s
book club selection in 2016; “I’m
Supposed To Protect You From All
This,” by Nadja Spiegelman, a book
that focuses on the author’s mother
and grandmother’s relationship and
aligns with themes such as being a
woman and growing up; “Between

ing to America. The last book that
the class reads is a graphic autobiography of their choice.
Each of the autobiographies
were chosen to provide inspiration
for when they write their own stories. Dr. Ebest described the class
structure: “We alternate between
spending a week analyzing what
we’ve read and looking at all the
strategies that these writers used,
and then a week where they write
the next installment of their own
autobiography and drawing on
these various strategies.”
One of the other defining characteristics of the class is that it
teaches an important lesson in not
judging a book by its cover and furthering empathy towards someone
who may have a different life experience than our own. Dr. Kathleen Butterly Nigro, director of the
gender studies program, expressed
Dr. Ebest and a few of her books she uses in her class.
“the narrative in an individual’s life
the World and Me” by Ta-Nehi- thor and Robert Mapplethorpe, an is so key to understanding a person’s
si Coates, a book that the author American photographer; and “The perspective that might be different
writes to his son and addresses how Narrows” by Daniel Tobin, a narra- from your own. Knowing people’s
to deal with prejudice; “Just Kids” tive poem that focuses on the au- stories helps us understand those
by Patti Smith, discusses a roman- thor’s heritage as an Irish American biases and not act in accordance
tic relationship between the au- and the history of his family travel- with those biases.”
PHOTO BY CANDICE MURDOCK AND KAT RIDDLER/THE CURRENT

Candice Murdock
Staff Writer

Over the course of the semester the graduate students will have
written multiple stories of their
lives and will have to focus on three
stories of their own to revise , make
a portfolio and make an introduction. At the end of the semester, the
students will have the option of having an open-mic session to present
their stories to the class.
Six weeks into the semester,
Christopher Reynolds, graduate,
English, feels that he is getting a
lot out of the class relating his stories back to veteran writing. He explained, “As a veteran, I think one
of the things I have with veteran
writing is that it tends to be autobiographical natured anyway so I
see that as a building point for a lot
of things I want to do, either working with the veteran community or
adult learning department.”
Even if you do not aspire to being a published author one day, this
class also provides an opportunity
as a graduate student to fulfill a requirement such as American literature, composition studies, Master of
Fine Arts, and gender studies.

continued from page 1
of LGBTQ resources.
What pushed him to advocacy
was after his freshman experience
after joining the Graduate Student
Association (GSA) and Spectrum,
the university’s gay-straight alliance. “When I started as a freshman, I wasn’t fully out,” Hawkins
said. “I remember thinking ‘oh jeez,
most of them are out, and we have
other advocacy groups… I could just
sit back and be an armchair activist.’
But that’s very selfish.”
Hawkins had a life-changing
moment when he received a phone
call over his spring break about a
great student leader he had met
while in GSA, “I got a call from
someone saying that he was dead.
He was a victim of a hate crime. He
had been beaten to death. That was
a real changing moment for me. You
can’t just sit back any more. I think

you need to get involved, people are
dying for being who they are. We really need to make our campus a safe
place but also what we could do in
our community.”
After that, students, faculty, and
staff worked together to put together a Safe Zone advisory board. On
top of the national program, they
advocated for sexual orientation
and gender identity added to our
non-discrimination policy, partner
benefits for faculty and staff, and
even a endowment fund for LGBT
students.
While at UMSL, he hopes to
bring some of his previous experience with policy change to enhance
the Safe Zone Project like more continuing education courses at UMSL
and boost the overall Campus Pride
Index rating. Hawkins hopes to
work with the LGBTQ Advisory
Board to help improve the index

rating within the next year. He said,
“The Campus Pride Index provides
us the road map, just like our campus climate survey, for things we
are doing well, but there are specific things in there that we need to
look at this.”
Hawkins has hit the ground
running by gathering First Year students responses indicating if they
would like more LGBTQ resources. He hopes to work on gathering
marketing materials over this next
year to build an information base to
easily disseminate information to
LGBTQ students in the future. It is
not just LGBTQ resources on campus but also gathering and passing
along information about resources
in St. Louis.
Starting his third month at
UMSL, Hawkins said he is starting
to gather information on changing
policy for pronouns, saying it is the

little things that can make a big difference. He pointed to email signatures as a beginning step, “Maybe
we want to entertain the idea of
asking all faculty and staff to have
that in your email signature along
with your contact information. Having a pronoun statement on a syllabus. It’s no different than if we had
a student who had a name change.”
Adding another box to a student’s
registration form to indicate preferred pronouns was also suggested.
“Diversity as a whole is a journey. It is not a destination. You don’t
get to a point where you are now fully versed in diversity,” Hawkins said.
For a long term project, Hawkins hopes to work with alumni
engagement on a scholarship program seen at other schools to help
LGBTQ students with housing issues. “We do have a problem with
students who get kicked out when
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Hawkins Fills First Diversity and LGBTQ+ Coord. Position

Hawkins has been serving in his new
position since July.
they come out. Some of them are
starting school. They lose their parents and their home and now they
don’t have a financial support system unless they have financial aid or
have a scholarship.”
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Aubrey Byron
News Editor
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argaret Atwood came to St.
Louis last Tuesday to accept
the 2017 St. Louis Literary Award.
Her visit came only two days after
Hulu’s adaptation, “The Handmaid’s Tale” took home a stunning
eight Emmy’s for its debut season.
Atwood was invited on stage alongside the cast and crew as producers
accepted the night’s biggest award,
“Outstanding Drama Series.” Atwood’s 1985 novel of the same name
is her most iconic work.
Atwood is a poet, novelist, and

Artwood speaking after being presented
with her award.

activist from Toronto, Canada. She
has published over sixteen novels,
including “The Handmaid’s Tale,”
“The Heart Goes Last,” and “Alias
Grace.” The latter is currently being
adapted for the screen by the subscription streaming giant, Netflix.
Taking the stage at Sheldon Concert Hall, Margaret Atwood took no
time in responding to recent events
in St. Louis. “But, a country in which
police act as judge, as jury, and executioner, is a police state.” Totalitarianism has often been a theme in her
dystopian novels. She begged Americans to “not go there.”
She also said she was honored
to be in the city that was the birthplace of Josephine Baker. “She was
one tough cookie, and I think she
would make a terrific statue!” After
a long bout of applause, she added,
“So that’s your challenge, St. Louis.”
Most of the evening was filled
with Atwood cracking jokes, including the story of how she won the
Swedish Humor Award, but never
actually received it because it was
stolen. She also discussed all “the
torsos” she saw at the Emmy’s due
to her short stature.

A Q&A discussion followed the
speech with a St. Louis University
professor, where audience members were able to submit questions
to the author. Atwood spoke about
what she referred to as the misnomer of calling her work “dystopian,”
citing that the topics she broaches
are things that could happen, and
in many cases, they already have
somewhere.
She discussed character development and the depth to many
of her most iconic characters. She
claimed to know everything there
is about them. “Underwear! You
have to know what kind of underwear your characters are wearing.
Regardless of whether it comes up.”
On her brief cameo, she claimed,
“No, I didn’t have a problem slapping Liz.” She referred to Elisabeth
Moss, star of “The Handmaid’s Tale”
who recently won an Emmy for her
performance. According to Atwood,
the leading lady kept turning around
at first and saying, “slap me harder!”
She did, however, feel uncomfortable on the scene she stated. The
reality of seeing her dark creation
come to life was “overwhelming.”
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Margaret Atwood Visits St. Louis to Accept Award

Artwood accepting her award on Tuesday.
Atwood and Moss seemed to be
at odds over a recent interview in
which Moss claimed “The Handmaid’s Tale” wasn’t “a feminist story.” She received swift criticism
from audience members and Atwood alike. She later clarified her
comments to the New York Times.
“That was my mistake in the sense
that I should have been much clearer,” she said. “What I should have
said is that it is not only a feminist
story, but it is also a human story.
“Obviously it is first and foremost a feminist story. I play a woman who has had her child and her

family taken away from her, and all
of her rights as a woman stripped
and who is essentially a prisoner.”
Atwood expressed delight over
the news that her novel, “HagSeed,” would soon be adapted into a
play and would debut at a prison in
the St. Louis area. The novel follows
a director teaching Shakespeare’s
“The Tempest” at a local prison.
The St. Louis Literary Award
was developed in 1967. Past recipients of the award include Joan Didion, Saul Bellow, and Tennessee
Williams.

The Dark Tower Plays, But the World Had Moved On
Chris Zuver
A&E Editor
BEWARE: There will be spoilers for both the film and book series “The Dark Tower.”
hile “IT” has been the movie people were caught up on
these last couple of weeks, there was
another Stephen King-based film
that has been in the box office and
has received little attention. And after seeing it, I can understand why.
Now do not get me wrong—“The
Dark Tower,” in my opinion, is a decent movie on its own, but it certainly does not succeed in taking a series
that spans seven books and cramming them into a 95-minute flick.
Instead, there are many characters–both major and minor–whom
are cut, on top of several events
and locations that are left out. This
was to be expected, considering the
running time. Yet, as a fan of the
books, it is my opinion that “The
Dark Tower” should not have been
targeted at a mainstream audience
whom tend to get antsy in their seats
when a movie runs over two hours.
Instead, director Nikolaj Arcel and
company should have stretched the
movie out and divided it into parts,
as is the popular custom these days
in Hollywood.
However, if I consider looking at
the movie through the eyes of someone who has never read the books,
I would say that the film is a mediocre sci-fi/fantasy feature with a
lot of details that will be lost to the
viewer. While a lot was left out from
the books, there was still a lot that
was left in, though these details are
not given a strong significance in the
overall story arc. There are some
subtle references for hardcore fans,
like the rose painted on the door
at the end, several famous quotes
which are repeated throughout, or
the portal code “19-19,” but they will
be lost on outsiders to this particular
Stephen King cannon.
The overall story is about how
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One of Jake’s (Tom Taylor) drawings done with his shine ability.
Soon after, he finds a portal
which he uses to warp to Roland’s
world where the two finally meet.
They quickly band together and
travel to a village where they use a
portal to travel back to New York
City to infiltrate Walter’s underground outpost, which contains a
portal to his base of operations in
Roland’s world. If that sounds absurd, that is because you have just
read a constricted version of a plot
that was far broader and nuanced in
the books.
But on a positive note, the acting
is pretty good for what they had to
work with. Roland, the gunslinger, is
played by Idris Elba, who does a decent job of portraying the character,
whom like in the books, is a stoic,
obsessed with revenge against Walter for killing his family and friends.

Walter drops a pile of rubble on Roland and thinks he has won, the gunslinger fires two bullets at him, one
deflecting the other, which Walter is
unable to stop before it pierces him
through the chest. Roland then rises to his feet and fires several more
shots into the man in black until he
lay dead on the ground.
In the book, Roland never gets
this satisfaction, as Walter is instead
killed by a rogue monster. In fact,
the entire ending is completely different in the books, whereas in the
movie, after Walter is killed, Roland
asks Jake to travel with him, which
Jake agrees to, and the two leave
through a portal before the credits
start to roll.
While I think most of the movie
is passable, this ending is not. There
was bound to be a blatant weak point
in a film that sold itself short from
the start. By attempting to pack as
much extra personnel and information as it has into an hour and a half,
most of the details are left hanging
with little significance to the viewer.
So, the ending comes and goes with
little impact.
If you are willing to accept the
small portion of a greater story, then
I suppose this is not a bad movie.
However, if I can quote Jake from
the series’ first book: “there are other worlds than these.”
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Roland (Idris Elba), the last “gunslinger” and Jake (Tom Taylor), a
boy from New York city, travel together between worlds in pursuit
of Walter Padick (Matthew McConaughey), a.k.a., “the man in black.”
Walter controls a sinister organization which kidnaps children
to harvest their telepathic powers
in an attempt to destroy the Dark
Tower. The tower is the only thing
that stops monsters from outside of
the multiple worlds that encircle the
tower from entering them. Walter
and his minions think of the apocalypse as inevitable and so they are
trying to speed up the process. Walter finds out about Jake’s extraordinary telepathic abilities and sends
his cronies after the boy.
Now, one of the interesting differences to point out is that while
Roland is the main character in the
books, it is Jake whom the film revolves around. The movie starts
with him, as he spends his days coping with disturbing dreams he’s been
having about struggles between the
gunslinger and the man in black. It
is explained in the film that Jake has
the “shine,” a telepathic ability and
clearly a reference to King’s classic
“The Shining,” though in the film’s
original story, it was referred to as
the “touch.” Jake spends his time
constantly drawing these dreams
out on paper and progressively becomes concerned, as he starts to see
strange creatures disguised as humans who seem to be after him.

Taylor does a good job as the
skeptical child who is given abilities
he never asked for. He is stubborn,
courageous, and very smart for his
age. Taylor gets the emotions down
well, as we see his fear, anger, courage, and even disappointment at a
point when he questions whether
Roland can still live up to the title
of “gunslinger.”
The man in black, McConaughey,
does a great job as the film’s version
of the character, which is radically
different from the book version. In
the books, Walter was an arrogant
trickster, who had abilities similar
to those of a street magician, used
mostly for aid in his storytelling.
The film’s version of Walter is arrogant and dark, like in the books, but
is overwhelmingly more powerful,
able to kill people simply by waving
his hand and saying “stop breathing.” While this did not really bother
me, other old-school fans may find
this disappointing or even insulting
to the original Walter.
In the film’s epic showdown,
Walter, who spends his time
throughout the affair avoiding direct confrontation with Roland,
is cornered and finally faces off
against him. Walter’s powers are
strong, enabling him to catch Roland’s bullets and manipulate objects to attack him with. Yet, when

Walter Padick (Matthew McConaughey) in “The Dark Tower” by Stephen King.
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Triton Golf: Check Out Our Swings
Roderick M. Wilbon
Sports Editor

Markus Lindberg practicing putting.
dents and use tools and video to
show them how and where to get
better. One such software is V1 that
has a free version with motion analysis and digital media technologies.
Last year, Men’s Golf played very
well in the regular season. The Tritons entered the Great Lakes Valley
Conference Championship tied for
third place and after the first day of

They finished tied for 12th out of
20 teams, which was not their best
ranking all year.
Last year, Women’s Golf also
played well during the regular season. The Tritons would enter the
GLVC Championship in fourth
place. The Tritons played very well
finishing the tournament 2nd or
runner up to Indianapolis in the fi-

The lady Tritons finished 2nd out
of 15 teams in the University of Indianapolis Invitational Golf Classic
September 11 and 12. The Lady Tritons shot a 597 overall with Indianapolis slightly topping them with
a 590. The gentlemen Tritons finished 2nd out of 11 teams in the Arch
Cup shooting a 584-overall score
right behind Lindenwood with a
582 score.
Players have big breaks from
school tournaments during winter
and summer. During these times
students are encouraged to take it
easier with light conditioning. Students that feel like they need to stay
sharp are encouraged to compete
in solo tournaments during these
times too. Some of the Tritons are
international players, and fly home
so this is the perfect time for that.
One of the captains of the Men’s
Golf team Markus Lindberg, senior,
international business, is a standout
player. Lindberg is from Stockholm,
Sweden and is the 2016-17 GLVC
Golfer of the Year. He is also in the
running to take the crown for most
Honorable Mention All-Americans
with two and PING DII All-Midwest Regions also with two at
UMSL. “It’s been my goal for a long
time to be the top player; not just
nals. In the NCAA Midwest/Cen- on the team but in college rankings,
tral Regional Tournament Women’s too. I believe I am one of the leaders
Golf finished 8th out of 12 teams to of the team, I set an example for the
end their overall season.
guys to follow,” said Lindberg. “One
This year things are different of the best decisions of my life was
and both Men’s and Women’s Golf to come here and become a student
are starting this season very well. athlete.” Lindberg wants to pursue
RODERICK M. WILBON/THE CURRENT

olf, the sport and game, is
the player versus the course.
Watching a tournament, it may
seem to be one player versus another player, but usually it is the player versus the course. In most cases
though, playing well against the
course will always put you in contention for the top.
College tennis is very similar except tournaments are team affairs.
The game may start as player versus
the course, but then evolve when all
the players’ tallies build into a total
versus other teams. To win players must rely on the physical talent
and mental fortitude of five or six
teammates.
“There’s nothing harder in golf
than when there’s a score you have
to match for your team to win,” said
Golf Head Coach Troy Halterman.
“The difference is you can rely on
your teammates and celebrate with
your teammates too.”
College golf is very different versus other college sports. Unlike other college sports, golfers need more
than a ball and uniform to participate. Golfers need everyday golf
attire and their own clubs to par-
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Maxi Roth on the driver lanes.
ticipate; all of which they provide
themselves. University of Missouri-St. Louis supports the golf brand
Titleist. Golf is also a more personal
practice for players and less hands
on than other sports. Coaches then
critique what they see from stu-

the tournament were in 1st place.
The Tritons then lost to Bellarmine in the semifinals match by 2-3
ending their GLVC hopes. In the
National Collegiate Athletic Association Midwest/Central Regional
the Tritons seemed to lose steam.

Sports
Calendar
September
Tuesday, 9/26

7:00 PM

Women’s Volleyball

Away

Tuesday, 9/26

TBA

Women’s Golf

Away

Friday, 9/29

5:00 PM

Women’s Soccer

Away

Friday, 9/29

7:00 PM

Women’s Volleyball

Home

Friday, 9/29

2:00 P.M.

Men’s Swimming

Away

Friday, 9/29

2:00 P.M.

Women’s Swimming

Away

Friday, 9/29

7:30

Men’s Soccer

Away

Friday, 9/29

TBA

Women’s Tennis

Home

Friday, 9/29

TBA

Men’s Tennis

Home

Saturday, 9/30

3:00 PM

Women’s Volleyball

Home

Saturday, 9/30

3:00 PM

Men’s Golf

Away

Saturday, 9/30

TBA

a professional career in golf after
graduation.
Standouts for Women’s Golf
are Emma Thorngren, sophomore,
mathematics, and Maxi Roth, junior,
international business. Thorngren
and Roth are both international
students and great players. Roth
is from Stuttgart, Germany and
awarded Women’s Golf Coaches Association All-Region and AllGLVC last season. Thorngren is
from Vreta Kloster, Sweden and
awarded WGCA Honorable Mention All-America, WGCA All-Region, and All-GLVC. “We really had
to learn time-management when we
came here,” said Thorngren. “We
really talk and game plan before a
tournament.”
“Playing as a team though you
always know that they are there to
support you,” said Roth. “It’s kind of
like a job, but a fun job to be a student athlete and we’re all family.”

Trump Challenges Professional Sports
Jasjit Singh
Staff Writer

S

ince taking office President
Donald Trump has attempted to make many changes to our
country. In his opinion, he is trying
to right the wrongs of previous administrations. Doing things like attempting to repeal Obamacare and
the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) program. I guess
President Trump has run out of real
issues to handle, because our president has now turned his attention to
professional sports.
During one of his rallies in
Huntsville on September 22, Trump
made statements suggesting to
NFL owners to fire, “That son of
a bitch!” referring to players that

choose to kneel during the national anthem. Kneeling during the national anthem was a movement that
was started by San Francisco 49ers
quarterback Colin Kaepernick. The
movement allows people to voice
objections to racial injustice taking place throughout the country.
Trump also pleaded with fans telling them to leave stadiums when
they see players kneeling during
the national anthem. With as many
issues as we have in our country,
Trump’s focus should not be on
whether NFL players are kneeling
during the anthem.
The whole point of the movement is to highlight racial injustices
happening in America. The victims
of these acts are being punished
for expressing basic rights given to

them in the U.S. Constitution. President Trump is asking owners to fire
players for expressing a right given
to them in the First Amendment.
I like that Roger Goodell, commissioner of the National Football
League (NFL), made a statement
protecting players from the President’s egregious comments. It is
safe to say the owners never would
have acted on this statement: first
to avoid any form of lawsuit; second and most importantly, because
some of the players that have been
kneeling are pro bowl caliber players. They are essential to the team’s
success, and you can be sure they are
not going to sacrifice team success
and ticket sales for petty politics.
Trump being the strong-willed
President he is did not stop at the

NFL. He then proceeded to take
shots at the National Basketball Association the very next day on Twitter. Stephen Curry, two time MVP
and star point guard of the Champion Warriors showed hesitancy
in visiting the White House. Visiting the White House is a sports
tradition for champions. President
Trump revoked their invitation via
Twitter: “Going to White House is
a great honor for a championship
team. Stephen Curry is hesitating;
therefore, invitation is revoked.”
One NBA superstar, Lebron James,
stood up for rival Curry tweeting, “U
bum @StephenCurry30 already said
he ain’t going! So therefore, ain’t no
invite. Going to White House was a
great honor until you showed up.”
It should be noted that no team

has ever had these types of problems surrounding a White House
visit until Trump took office. There
are instances on every championship team to have at least one player
not attend the visit. I for one have a
newfound respect for the Warriors.
Instead of taking this as a roadblock
the Warriors organization told fans
they would still make a visit to
Washington in February. February
is also Black History Month, reiterating the message of equality. I leave
you guys with one thought. Why is
President Trump deflecting his duties, and trying to win a war of words
with athletes? Why does he not try
to fix some of the real problems with
our country, because with as much
revenue and tax income sports generate Trump needs to back off.
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Who Owns the Streets?
Violence in the Streets of St. Louis
Kyle Mannisi
Opinions Editor
he St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department kills citizens at
a higher rate than any police department among the nation’s 100 most
populous cities, but not a single
officer has ever been convicted of
murder in those cases.
Every time an officer-involved
shooting occurs, after the evidence
is made public, people contend that
the outcome would have been different if the victim had done something different. It mystifies me that
people can justify scrutinizing the
behavior of the victim rather than
the person that delivered the lethal
force and was actually on trial. People who do not have frequent encounters with police often give an
automatic ‘benefit of the doubt’ to
law enforcement without realizing
it. Lethal force has been upheld in
every case to come before our legal
system, and this discrepancy contributes to a distrust for the police
in the community.
Police officers are people, and
like anyone else, they are capable of
breaking the law. The main question
is, will they ever be held accountable when they do break the law? So
far, the answer is a resounding no.
The past week has been tumultuous, and we have laid witness to
countless disturbing events. We
have seen a white police officer ac-
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Militarized police in Ferguson.
quitted by a judge in the shooting of
an unarmed black male in St. Louis, yet again. We have seen protests
that command crowds of over two
thousand out of their homes and
into the streets. We have seen our
government’s response to this outcry for justice, which featured a barrage of batons and faces filled with
mace. We have seen riot police in
full body armor brutalizing civilians,
journalists, clergy, and the elderly all
the same.
The St. Louis police have also resorted to a technique of crowd control known as ‘kettling’, wherein
armored police squeeze a group of
individuals with their riot shields on

all sides while making arrests. Kettling was on a list of banned police
practices established in the wake of
the Ferguson protests among other
reforms made to improve police-citizen relations, but the police have
resorted to this tactic, regardless.
Mike Faulk, a journalist with St.
Louis Post-Dispatch, was arrested
with a group of protesters after being trapped. He was thrown to the
ground, arrested with a boot planted
on his head, and once detained, an
officer pepper sprayed him directly
in the face.
One activist reported “pedestrians were arrested along with legal
observers, protesters, a freelance

photographer, and a doctor.” Officers were also seen covering up
their name tags to avoid accountability, illegally searching people
and their possessions, and using various intimidation tactics.
The frequently used chant of
the protesters of ‘Whose streets?
Our streets’ was appropriated by
riot police to antagonize and mock
the protesters. The police have never owned the streets, the community owns the streets. Using this chant
against the protestors is much worse
than ‘unprofessional’ as Mayor Lyda
Krewson suggests. It is a bold statement of disregard for what the protesters stand for and believe in. How
can protesters expect police to meet
them halfway when they add insult
to injury like this?
If a doctrine of complete nonviolence is to be expected, then the police cannot be permitted to commit
acts of violence either. One protester
contends they are “nonviolent with
those who are nonviolent against
them,” and the police have been
consistently violent.
The ACLU has sued the city of
St. Louis in response to the aggressive conduct of the police and for
withholding Constitutional rights.
They claim that police ordered protesters and journalists to delete photos and videos they took during the
encounter.
Protesters broke storefront windows and overturned some gar-
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bage cans, at one point cracking the
windshield of an unattended police
SUV. Police used this minor damage
to justify escalating their assault on
numerous protesters that were nowhere near it, despite the indifference of some business owners. One
business owner remarked, “the window isn’t murdered. Nobody is going to have a funeral for the window.
We can replace it.”
It is interesting to compare media characterizations of the participants of the most recent St.
Louis riots to other, more damaging
events. When the San Francisco Giants won the World Series in 2014,
their fans took to the streets, damaging businesses and setting fires. This
resulted in over 40 arrests and two
shootings. Ohio State fans set over
90 fires in 2015 in riots after their
football team won the championship, but the media never characterized the two event’s participants
as ‘thugs’ or ‘criminals’.
To the protesters, the damage they inflict pales in comparison
to hundreds of years of discriminatory policies intended to suppress
and control people of color. St. Louis still is one of the most segregated places to live in this country, and
its oppression is very real. In a city
where black people are 70 percent
more likely to get pulled over than
white people, it is important to continually question where all this ‘violence’ is really stemming from.

Chris Zuver
A&E Editor
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n the currently heated political
climate, we have seen the rise of
the term “alt-right.” The mainstream
media writes them off as internet
trolls who use the infamous Pepe
meme, support President Trump,
and hate minorities. The term was
made infamous by Hillary Clinton
during her 2016 campaign when she
said, “The de-facto merger between
Breitbart and the Trump Campaign
represents a landmark achievement
for the ‘alt-right.’”
Mainstream Republicans think
of the alt-right as obnoxious racists who are attempting to destroy
conservative ideals. Others claim
that they’re a backlash against the
culture of political correctness and
the far-left advocates who hold race
to the highest degree. The reality is
that some of these claims are accurate, while some of them are off the
mark.
The label has been applied carelessly by media outlets towards
many public figures including YouTube personalities like Dave Rubin

and Carl Benjamin a.k.a. Sargon of
Akkad, who claim to be liberal, but
stance themselves to the right of the
liberal norm. Yet, the media labels
them as “alt-right.” This is a loaded
term that has been inaccurately applied to many figures in the ongoing
socio-political debate. I have even
seen it happen to YouTuber Laci
Green, who is one of the most liberal feminist advocates around today.
By crossing the aisle to debate with
those who oppose her, leftist media sources have dismissed Green
as a traitor to their ideals. Suddenly, she and those who are associated
with her are being labeled “altright.” These accusations are simply
wrong. All Green has done is discuss
ideas with people who don’t agree
with her.
So then, what is the “alt-right?”
In order to establish a background,
it should be known that the term
originates from Richard Spencer,
a white nationalist who coined the
term “alternative right” in 2010.
However, today, when you break it
down, the alt-right is a loose collective of people, most whom make
their arguments over the internet,
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ExposingtheAlt-Right: Identity Politics in Excess

Alt-right Trump Supporter at the March 4
Trump in Saint Paul, Minnesota
since their ideas are too radical for
the mainstream media. While they
are generally not united, there are
some common opinions that a majority of them share:
Perhaps their most prevalent argument is one for nationalism and
white identity politics. Many who
represent the alt-right look back on
the history of white people through
rose-colored lenses and want to preserve the race in western society.
While most claim to not be white
supremacists, there are certainly
some in their ranks, though many
will deny it for PR reasons.
Another big concern amongst
alt-righters is their fear of a white
“genocide.” They use this term in
a loose sense, not actually believ-

ing that white people face an impending removal from the planet,
but rather that they face becoming
the minority in countries that they
have historically dominated. These
fears are especially expressed by
European advocates, who fear the
open-border policies enacted by the
European Union which has seen the
continent’s massive intake of immigrants from the middle east.
They also declare that race determines culture, arguing that many
western countries cannot sustain
their culture if white people are
not the majority. They argue that
you can’t have a first world country
without a white-dominated nation.
Many in the alt-right support
national segregation, though their
opinions vary from person-to-person. Some argue that there should
be an absolute 100% division between races within a country, while
others are willing to admit a small
group of non-whites into white
Communities.
Finally, they are opposed to mass
immigration from non-white people. They fear that their influence
will alter a historically white-domi-

nated culture.
Now, as I mentioned earlier,
some believe that the alt-right is a
reaction to the culture of political
correctness and the far-left. Functionally, the alt-right is exactly
that. The alt-right is the mirrored
version of the “regressive left” or
the “social justice warriors,” who
use identity politics as their main
source of ammunition. While those
in the ranks of the alt-right may believe they are justified in their arguments, and some may even support
ethnic supremacy, they have to face
the reality that they are simply the
right-wing reaction to the petty
arguments made by far-left ideologues. Neither side is rational and
both serve better as an example
of the corrosive effects of identity
politics.
If the narrative between the political left and right are to be honestly discussed in today’s climate, we
can no longer throw extremist labels
at each other in order to strawman
the other’s arguments. Nor can we
continue to hide behind labels. We
have to open ourselves up for discussion and debate.
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SSM Office Open House
continued from page 1
ry Davis was instrumental in bringing the center to UMSL. Funding for
the Patient Care Center came from
College of Optometry’s budget and
a new student fee, voted on by op-

Student Protest
at UMSL

A peek into one of the exam rooms available.

There are many exam rooms for patients
in their new office.

Constitution Day Activities
Michael Plumb
Editor-in-Chief

C

swers were posted on the bridge.
The Constitution Day celebrations ended with notice of the National Voter Registration Day on
September 26. A special voter registration drive will be held that day
to have Missouri residents fill out
the voter registration application.
Within seven days of receiving the
registration, the election authority should mail verification that the
registration has been received and
process.
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onstitution Day is an annual
opportunity for faculty, staff,
and students to renew and broaden
their understanding of the Constitution as they commemorate the
1787 signing of the Constitution on
September 17.
Monday commemorated the day
with a Constitution Day Poll. From
11 a.m. to 2 p.m., attendees could
stop by a table in front of The U to

answer the question: out of the three
branches of governance, where does
the power lie? Jenga blocks were
used to visually represent answers.
Participants could also answer the
question via an online google poll if
they did not stop by the table.
Participants could also pick up a
card from the table with the question, “If you had the power to do
something truly good, for others,
for your community, what would
you do?” The question had to be answered in 10 words or less. The an-
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Patricia Zahn answering questions about Constitution Day and asking students to fill out cards that will be posted onto the Bridge.

Some of the cards filled out on the MSC bridge.
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tometry students. Davis expressed
enthusiasm to bring quality patient
care both to UMSL and the larger
community.
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Protesters stood in the Millennium Student Center’s second floor rotunda.
continued from page 3
After a while, the protestors left the
street.
“When we were marching back
through the quad, people were
looking around, curious,” said Kehle. “Tons of people in the quad. We
swept up some of them to join us.”
“Then, when we were trying to
get back into the MSC, there was
a campus policeman that wouldn’t
let us in. They said we were causing too much of a disturbance. Then,
someone from the Socialist Alternative club came up behind the policeman and ripped the door open. We
forced our way in.”
In the end, the group was small,
but there were those that showed
their respect to the cause.
“This showed me that even a
small group of people are determined enough to cause a fuss and
do something, you can accomplish
as much as you want,” said Kehle.
“Some people in the Black Lives
Matter movement were posting on
Facebook that this was a small but
mighty protest. That was flattering.
Kehle continued, “And some
people were posting things like,

‘Y’all are just causing a scene.’ Well
yeah, we’re causing a scene. Because if we don’t, you’re not going
to pay attention. I was pretty proud
of what a few scattered people were
able to do.”
“I come from privilege and I
have to acknowledge that and step
aside, in terms of what I’m standing
for,” said Esquivel. “I’m not here to
stand for myself. I’m here for marginalized black trans folks that are
victims of police brutality and racial
hate crimes. This is just me trying
to play my part in this movement.”
Esquivel continued, “It’s awful. I’ve seen so many of my friends
standing there, getting body
slammed with bikes, maced, and
completely brutalized... I’ve had
family members telling me, ‘Marielle, I want you to be careful,’ and
I was like, ‘It’s not my life that’s on
the line here.’”
Esquivel added, “I think that because we’re hearing about it nationwide shows that all of our efforts
are completely worth it and I don’t
think that it’s going to stop any time
soon.”

